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a b s t r a c t 

Ability to deliver very high electrical current through a charging cable is key to successful proliferation 

of electric vehicles (EVs). Associated with high current delivery is a host of thermal problems stemming 

from the need to remove enormous amounts of heat from the cable. This study seeks to develop a highly 

effective thermal management scheme based on subcooled flow boiling principles. The main objective 

is to develop a consolidated theoretical/empirical method for predicting the heat transfer and pressure 

drop characteristics of both laminar and turbulent flows though concentric circular annuli with uniformly 

heated inner wall and adiabatic outer wall. Although maintaining subcooled boiling along the entire cable 

is a key practical objective, this consolidated method is shown to be capable of tackling multiple flow 

regimes (single-phase liquid, subcooling boiling, saturated boiling, and single-phase vapor) and highly 

effective at predicting local surface and fluid temperatures. This method is then adopted to design and 

optimization of very high current EV charging cable cooling system using dielectric fluid HFE-7100 as 

coolant. Effects of various parameters, including electrical current, both wire and conduit sizes, inlet fluid 

temperature, and flow rate are carefully addressed and recommendations made for effective and robust 

overall system design. 

© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

.1. Subcooled Flow Boiling Thermal Management of Ultra-Fast 

lectric Vehicle Charging Systems 

Recent years have witnessed the worldwide proliferation of 

lectric Vehicles (EVs) for a variety of benefits they offer over con- 

entional petroleum-oil-based vehicles (also called Internal Com- 

ustion Engine Vehicles; ICEVs) [ 1 , 2 ] such as (i) negligible emis-

ion and reduced overall air pollution [3–5] , (ii) lower cost of op- 

ration [6] , (iii) reduced noise levels [7] , (iv) uncertainties in both 

he availability and cost of petroleum oil in the future [ 1 , 8 ], and

nally (v) rapidly falling prices due to both government policies 
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nd increased research and development. But there are numer- 

us hurdles that need to be overcome to attract more people to- 

ards EVs, a major one being the average time required to charge 

n EV. Presently, this is much longer than the re-fueling time for 

etroleum-based vehicles. 

Electric vehicle charging systems can be broadly classified into 

wo based on the type of current that is conducted into the EV: 

lternating Current (AC) or Direct Current (DC). Note that the elec- 

rical grid’s AC needs to be converted to DC to be stored in the 

attery. EV chargers can also be classified into three based on their 

ower levels: Level 1 (Opportunity), Level 2 (Primary), and Level 

 (Fast) [9–11] . Typically, DC chargers offer the fastest rates of 

harging, and have fewer components onboard the EV, reducing 

oth volume and weight [12] . Numerous standards are available 

orldwide to ensure their uniformity and safety, the most pop- 

lar being J1772, ChAdeMO, GB/T, Mennekes, and Tesla [13] . The 

ey components of a typical DC EV charging system is illustrated 
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Nomenclature 

A area 

A c cross-sectional area 

Bo boiling number, Bo = q ′′ s / G h f g 

C empirical coefficient 

Co convection number 

c p specific heat at constant pressure 

D diameter 

D h hydraulic diameter 

D hp heated perimeter diameter 

D l laminar equivalent diameter 

E enhancement factor 

F empirical constant 

f friction factor 

Fr Froude number 

G mass velocity 

g gravitational acceleration 

h enthalpy; heat transfer coefficient 

h̄ average heat transfer coefficient 

h fg latent heat of vaporization 

I wire current through charging wire 

Ja ∗ modified Jakob number, Ja ∗ = c p,f �T sub,in / h fg 
Ja ∗∗ modified Jakob number, Ja ∗∗ = c p,f �T sub / h fg 
K incremental pressure drop number 

k thermal conductivity 

L length 

L + non-dimensional length, L + = L/ ( D h Re sp ) 

L ∗ non-dimensional length, L ∗ = L/ ( D h Re sp Pr ) 

M W 

molecular weight 

N number of segments 

Nu Nusselt number 

P pressure 

P F friction perimeter 

P H heated perimeter 

P R reduced pressure 

Pr Prandtl number 

Q v volumetric flow rate 

q " heat flux 

r ∗ radius ratio, r ∗ = D i / D o 

Re Reynolds number 

S safety factor; suppression factor 

T temperature 

T̄ average temperature 

�T sub fluid subcooling, �T sub = T sat - T f 
U bulk fluid velocity 

v specific volume 

v fg specific volume difference between vapor and liquid 

x e thermodynamic equilibrium quality 

X tt turbulent-turbulent Lockhart-Martinelli parameter 

z axial coordinate 

Greek symbols 

α void fraction; temperature coefficient of material 

δ+ dimensionless hydrodynamic boundary layer thick- 

ness 

μ dynamic viscosity 

ν kinematic viscosity 

ω parameter in mixture viscosity model 

ρ density; electrical resistivity of material 

σ surface tension; area ratio 

τ F frictional shear stress 

Subscripts 
k

2 
ad adiabatic 

app apparent 

c contraction 

ch channel 

crit critical 

e expansion 

exp experimental 

f liquid; bulk fluid 

fd fully developed 

fo liquid only 

g vapor 

h heated 

hy hydrodynamic entrance 

i inner tube of annulus 

in channel inlet 

k index for a phase: liquid ( f ) or vapor ( g ) 

l based on D l 

max maximum 

nb nucleate boiling 

o outer tube of annulus 

out channel outlet 

p plenum 

pred predicted 

s surface 

sat saturation 

sb saturated boiling 

sc subcooled boiling 

sp single-phase 

th thermal entrance 

tot total 

tp two-phase 

z local (along axial direction) 

Acronyms 

AC Alternating Current 

AWG American Wire Gauge 

CHF Critical Heat Flux 

DC Direct Current 

EV Electric Vehicle 

HEM Homogeneous Equilibrium Model 

ICEV Internal Combustion Engine Vehicle 

MAE Mean Absolute Error (%) 

ONB Onset of Nucleate Boiling 

SFM Separated Flow Model 

n Fig. 1 , where the combined charging system type 1 standard 

J1772 + CCS) connector is shown as an example. 

Decreasing EV charging times means the transfer of larger 

mounts of energy in shorter durations and can be accomplished 

y either increasing the charging current or voltage, or both. In- 

reasing the charging voltage is accompanied by safety and cy- 

ersecurity risks as well as various other limiting factors dis- 

ussed in [14] . Increasing the charging current is a potentially bet- 

er path to developing ultra-fast EV chargers. The main obstacle 

o this method is the large amount of heat dissipated in the con- 

ucting elements, particularly charging cables and connectors. This 

tudy is concerned entirely with developing a thermal manage- 

ent scheme to dissipate heat from the charging cable of high- 

urrent ultra-fast EV chargers. 

A review of EV chargers available in market today revealed that 

lmost all low-power EV chargers utilize natural air convection to 

issipate the small amounts of heat generated. And higher-current 

harging cables are cooled by forced air and liquid convection. The 

harging rate of the fastest commercially available charger is ~500 

W, with the highest continuous current of charging cables be- 
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Fig. 1. Key components of a typical DC electric vehicle charging system. Combined 

Charging System Type 1 standard (J1772 AC + CCS) connector is shown as an ex- 

ample. 
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ng ~500 A. Literature suggests that, including all losses, the effec- 

ive gasoline refueling (energy transfer) rate of a light passenger 

CEV is ~50 0 0 kW [ 15 , 16 ]. On comparing both, it is clear that to-

ay’s fastest EV charging occurs at a rate one order of magnitude 

ower than ICEV refueling time. Further increases in charging cur- 

ent would lead to substantial amounts of heat dissipation within 

he cables, and even single-phase liquid cooling can no longer be 

sed to cool them. 

As opposed to single-phase, two-phase cooling schemes capi- 

alize on both the coolant’s sensible heat (associated with an in- 

rease in coolant’s temperature) and latent heat (resulting from 

hase change from liquid to vapor) to greatly enhance heat dissi- 

ation rates [17] . Researchers at both the Purdue University Boiling 

nd Two-Phase Flow Laboratory (PU-BTPFL) and other labs around 

he world have studied and developed various boiling configura- 

ions including pool boiling, channel flow boiling, jet impingement, 

prays, and combinations thereof. In this study, subcooled flow 

oiling is proposed as a thermal management scheme that could 

ater to cooling high-current charging cables of ultra-fast EV charg- 

rs. 

Most subcooled flow boiling studies are focused on conven- 

ional channel shapes [ 18 , 19 ], with a smaller subset focused on

ow in annuli [19–24] . With two heat transfer walls, annuli flow 

an have more combinations of boundary conditions and are clas- 

ified into four kinds: either uniform heat flux or temperature of 

nner tube, and either uniform temperature or adiabatic outer tube 

 25 , 26 ]. Single-phase solutions to all other boundary conditions 

ould easily be found from the above four kinds by simple inter- 

olation techniques. 

For a more detailed introduction on EV chargers and subcooled 

ow boiling, the reader is directed to the authors’ companion 

tudy [27] . 

.2. Recap of the Authors’ Experimental Investigation 

The present study builds on the knowledge gained from the au- 

hors’ companion experimental study [27] , so a brief recap of the 

ame is provided to benefit the reader. 

The study [27] focused on experimental investigation of sub- 

ooled flow boiling in annuli. Based on a preliminary analysis, an 
3 
xperimental facility was built with a test module similar to a sec- 

ion of charging cable and cooling conduit assembly. A custom- 

uilt heater was used to mimic heat generation due to high current 

upply through 6.35-mm diameter charging wire carrying contin- 

ous currents ranging from 726 to 2438 A. Highly subcooled di- 

lectric liquid HFE-7100 was pumped through a 304.8-mm long 

eated section of a horizontal concentric circular annulus of uni- 

ormly heated inner surface (heater) and adiabatic outer tube (con- 

uit) of respective diameters 6.35 mm and 23.62 mm. Various test 

ases of different operating conditions were conducted to experi- 

entally illustrate the performance of the cooling system and ex- 

lain the heat transfer physics within the test module. The 820 

ollected datapoints were demarcated into their respective flow 

egimes using flow regime contour maps. Careful assessment of 

rior subcooled boiling correlations showed best predictions are 

ealized using the Moles and Shaw [28] correlation, evidenced by 

 MAE of 11.68%. 

Overall, it was experimentally shown that this thermal manage- 

ent scheme could be utilized to cool down cables carrying up 

o 2438 A continuous current, which is roughly four times higher 

han today’s fastest commercial EV chargers. 

But experimentation is not always the most viable option in 

ost cases. Alternate methods of prediction and estimation of re- 

ults are usually sought after by both design engineers and re- 

earchers. 

.3. Predictive Methods for Flow Boiling Heat Transfer 

The high costs, long times, and large tedious effort s of experi- 

entation has led both design engineers and researchers to seek 

lternate methods that help predict important parameters and ar- 

ive at results in an expeditious, inexpensive, and user-friendly 

anner. Such predictive methods yield a plethora of information 

hat help in the thermal management system design and opti- 

ization process. Some of the various predictive methods available 

or two-phase flow and heat transfer include empirical and semi- 

mpirical methods, and, to a lesser extent, theoretical and compu- 

ational models, with each having their own advantages and disad- 

antages. 

Owing to the complexity of two-phase flow and heat transfer, 

mpirical and semi-empirical correlations remain the most widely 

sed approaches of prediction. They are typically directly derived 

rom experimental data and are simple to use. But a key dis- 

dvantage is most having been developed using relatively small 

atabases and are applicable to very narrow ranges of operating 

onditions and geometrical parameters, though some investigators 

29–31] have rectified this by amassing large databases from the 

orld literature to develop their own correlations. Another disad- 

antage of correlations is that, while they may enable prediction 

f certain parameters for which they were specifically developed 

such as heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop), they are in- 

apable of predicting intricate flow features. 

Theoretical models are preferred for most flow situations as 

hey are universally applicable once validated for wide ranges 

f experimental parameters. But presently, theoretical models are 

vailable only for very specific flow situations such as annular flow 

n circular and rectangular channels or growth and lift-off of a sin- 

le bubble. Given this major limitation, they are not popular as de- 

ign tools. For example, given the different flow regimes along the 

ow direction of subcooled flow boiling in annuli, theoretical mod- 

ls are simply not available for each individual regime. 

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools constitute another 

rediction approach and have been gaining popularity in the de- 

ign of thermal systems [ 32 , 33 ]. They yield the most detailed re-

ults, including temporal and spatial flow fields, which is not possi- 

le with other prediction methods and even experiments. Although 
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Fig. 2. Schematics of annulus flow geometry and boundary conditions. 
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his method has shown great success in simulating single-phase 

ows, two-phase flow simulation still faces many challenges, in- 

luding the need for more powerful and expensive computational 

esources, and inaccuracies of the sub-models used. For example, 

ven with the availability of such resources, results from a single 

ase may still require several weeks for convergence [33] . And a 

imple go-to CFD approach is not yet available, and the various 

ub-models need to be carefully chosen based on validation with 

xperimental conditions. 

It is possible to develop a consolidated theoretical/empirical 

ethod that is based on several individual models and correla- 

ions developed by theoretical, semi-empirical, or empirical means. 

y taking advantage of the high prediction accuracy of each model 

r correlation for various physical parameters in different regions 

f the flow, the consolidated method constitutes the best avail- 

ble approach to predicting relevant parameters throughout the 

ow domain. Such a method was previously proposed by Kim 

nd Mudawar [34] to predict subcooled and saturated flow boiling 

n micro-channel heat sinks, and later adapted by Devahdhanush 

t al. [33] for subcooled flow boiling in both micro- and macro- 

hannel heat sinks. 

.4. Objectives of Study 

The main objective of this study is to develop a robust method 

o predict subcooled flow boiling in concentric circular annuli with 

niformly heated inner tube and adiabatic outer tube. The consoli- 

ated theoretical/empirical method is derived from the experimen- 

al conclusions of [27] . A key advantage of this method is its ability

o tackle both laminar and turbulent flows through annuli, includ- 

ng single-phase liquid convection, subcooled flow boiling, satu- 

ated flow boiling, and single-phase vapor convection. This method 

s compared with subcooled flow boiling experimental data for val- 

dation against a broad range of Reynolds numbers. 

This method is adopted to the EV charger thermal management 

pplication by replacing the inner heated tube with a heat gener- 

ting charging wire, and predictions are made for a typical 5.00-m 

ong wire to demonstrate the effects of various parameters on sys- 

em performance. Finally, key recommendations are made to aid in 

ystem design and optimization. 
4 
. Consolidated Theoretical/Empirical Method 

.1. Overview of the Method 

Fig. 2 depicts the annulus flow geometry, system nomenclature, 

nd boundary conditions. The flow domain of length L ch is divided 

nto N small discrete segments of equal length, �z ( N = 10 0 0 in

his study). Steady-state calculations for different physical parame- 

ers are performed in each segment in a coupled fashion, wherein 

ressure drop and heat transfer calculations are performed simul- 

aneously. Both cross-sectional variations and gravitational effects 

re assumed to be negligible. Table 1 lists all the input param- 

ters required, resulting output parameters, operating conditions, 

nd constraints imposed when using this method. The consolidated 

ethod has the capability of tackling all possible flow regimes 

rom single-phase liquid to subcooled boiling to saturated boiling 

o even single-phase vapor in both the laminar and turbulent flow 

egimes. The single-phase liquid flow regime is further subdivided 

nto simultaneously (hydrodynamically and thermally) developing, 

hermally developing, and fully developed. The thermal boundary 

ayer cannot become developed before the development of hydro- 

ynamic boundary layer because of the dependence of heat trans- 

er on convective effects of the liquid [35] . Also, since the liquid 

randtl number for most coolants and operating temperatures of 

nterest is above unity, momentum diffusivity dominates over ther- 

al diffusivity and renders the hydrodynamic boundary layer fully 

eveloped before the thermal boundary layer [26] . It is emphasized 

hat not all flow regimes would be present in all cases, and the 

ontributions of each regime are rather dictated by the operating 

onditions and geometrical parameters. 

Tables 2 and 3 list all respective theoretical and empirical re- 

ations used in the consolidated predictive method for determin- 

ng pressure drop and heat transfer in the concentric annulus. Al- 

hough both laminar and turbulent flow regimes are shown on the 

eft and right sides of the tables, respectively, it is noted that flow 

ates in most practical applications are found to fall into the tur- 

ulent regime. The critical Reynolds number, Re f,crit , at which tran- 

ition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs is dependent on the 

adius ratio, r ∗. The lower limit of Re f,crit has been given in graph-

cal form by Hanks [36] , with values of 2100 and 2285 at the re-
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Table 1 

Key information on consolidated theoretical/empirical method. 

Input parameters Fluid (for thermophysical properties) 

Mass flow rate (or volume flow rate) 

Charging current (or surface heat flux) 

Inner (wire/conductor) diameter 

Outer (conduit) diameter 

Length of conduit 

Inlet temperature 

Inlet saturation temperature (or inlet pressure) 

Important output parameters Pressure drop 

Heat transfer coefficient 

Inner (wire) surface temperature 

Fluid temperature 

Heat generation rate 

Thermodynamic equilibrium quality 

Operating modes Single-phase forced convection 

Subcooled flow boiling 

Saturated flow boiling 

Constraints Avoid sub-atmospheric 

Avoid choked flow 
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pective extremes of r ∗ = 0 and 1, and maximum value of 2462 at

 

∗ = 0.15. For simplicity, a constant value of Re f,crit 
∼= 

2400 is used 

n this study. 

.2. Pressure Drop 

The total pressure drop, �P tot , includes the drop due to geomet- 

ical contraction at the inlet, �P c , single-phase region, �P sp , two- 

hase region, �P tp , and recovery due to geometrical expansion at 

he outlet, �P e . The single-phase pressure drop is further com- 

osed of two components: upstream liquid pressure drop, �P sp,f , 

nd downstream vapor pressure drop, �P sp,g . And the two-phase 

ressure drop is composed of two components: subcooled boiling, 

P sc , and saturated boiling, �P sb . 

.2.1. Contraction Pressure Loss 

The contraction pressure drop is given by Collier and Thome’s 

37] relation, where σ c is the contraction area ratio and C c a 

ontraction coefficient associated with the formation of vena- 

ontracta. For single-phase flows, Geiger [38] defined C c as a func- 

ion of σ c , and for two-phase flows at the inlet, the effect of vena-

ontracta is neglected and C c = 1 based on the recommendations 

f Schmidt and Friedel [39] and Abdelall et al. [40] . 

.2.2. Single-phase Liquid Flow Regime 

Laminar Flows – The hydrodynamic entrance length for laminar 

ows is given by Liu’s [41] results, based on the recommendation 

f Shah and London [42] . The apparent friction factor in the hydro- 

ynamically developing region is given by the derivation of Shah 

43] and is dependent on parameters K(∞ ) , f.Re , and C , whose

alues are available in tabulated form. Here, K is the incremental 

ressure drop number, a measure of the pressure drop contribu- 

ion due to momentum change and increased wall shear as the 

ow becomes fully developed; K increases from 0 at the inlet to- 

ards a constant value K(∞ ) in the fully developed region. f.Re is 

or fully developed flow and approaches 16 for r ∗ = 0 (an infinites- 

mal inner tube or a regular tube flow) and 24 for r ∗ = 1 (flat duct

ow). C is a constant purely based on the tube geometry [43] . In

ll regions downstream of the hydrodynamic entrance length, the 

elocity profile becomes constant at all locations and the boundary 

ayer fully developed. The friction factor for this region is given by 

 popular analytical relation from [ 25 , 42 ]. The right side of this re-

ation becomes 16 when r ∗ = 0, the expression for circular tube 

ow. 

Turbulent Flows – There are not as many studies in the liter- 

ture addressing turbulent single-phase flows in annuli as com- 

ared to laminar flows. As proposed by Jones and Leung [44] , a 
5 
aminar equivalent diameter, D l , for concentric annuli is calculated 

nd used in place of the hydraulic diameter, D h , in turbulent circu- 

ar tube flow equations. This approach has been shown to reduce 

rrors in prediction of fully developed flow friction factor in an- 

uli [ 44 , 45 ]. The hydrodynamic entrance length for turbulent flows 

as been much debated in the literature for circular tube flows, 

ith multiple relations yielding different predictions [ 45 , 46 ]. This 

s because of the dependence of L hy on numerous hard-to-control 

arameters like inlet turbulence intensity, wall surface roughness, 

nd minor disturbances [46] . Bhatti and Shah [45] showed that, 

or a Reynolds number of 38,800, the predictions of 7 different 

elations from the literature lie in the range of L hy / D h = 15.6 –

1.6. For concentric annuli, one of the first acceptable relations was 

iven by Olson and Sparrow [47] based on their experimental re- 

ults for two annulus geometries as 20 < L hy / D h < 25 , independent 

f r ∗. A recent study by Shome [48] yielded relations for L hy and

he hydrodynamically developing friction factor as functions of r ∗

ased on results from a Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) 

umerical model results using the k- ω turbulence model. Although 

he RANS model was validated against Direct Numerical Simulation 

DNS) results, there is no validation against experimental results by 

ther investigators, and as such this model is not recommended at 

resent. The relation by Zhi-qing [49] has been recommended by 

esearchers because of its ease of use and validation against ex- 

erimental studies [ 26 , 45 ]. Zhi-qing’s relation for circular tubes is 

xtended to concentric annular flow by replacing D h with D l and 

he resulting equations for L hy and friction factor are used. Friction 

actor for the fully developed regime is determined from the Bla- 

ius and McAdams relations in the lower ( Re l ≤ 20,0 0 0) and higher

 Re l > 20,0 0 0) turbulence ranges, respectively, both using D l . 

.2.3. Subcooled Flow Boiling Regime 

The criteria for Onset of Nucleate Boiling (ONB) is discussed in 

etail in [27] . Sato and Matsumura’s [50] relation is used to predict 

he surface temperature at ONB, T s,ONB , and the most upstream lo- 

ation at which the local surface temperature exceeds T s,ONB marks 

he onset of boiling. 

The ratio of subcooled flow boiling pressure drop to single- 

hase adiabatic pressure drop is given by Hahne et al. [51] for re- 

rigerants in circular tubes and annuli. This relation inherently in- 

orporates the effects of annulus geometry, system pressure, and 

uid thermophysical properties. 

.2.4. Saturated Flow Boiling Regime 

Saturated flow boiling is initiated after thermodynamic equilib- 

ium quality, x e , reaches zero value. Pressure drop in this regime 
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Table 2 

Consolidated theoretical/empirical method for determining pressure drop for two-phase flow along an annulus. 

6 
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a

an be predicted using either the Homogeneous Equilibrium Model 

HEM) or the Separated Flow Model (SFM). HEM treats the two- 

hase fluid mixture as a pseudo single-phase fluid with averaged 

roperties that obey simple single-phase conservation equations. 

ssumed are uniform pressure across the flow area, and both uni- 

orm and equal velocities of the two phases. SFM, using the ‘slip 

ow’ formulation, considers the two-phase fluid to be artificially 

eparated into liquid and vapor phases, with each phase having its 
Table 3 

Consolidated theoretical/empirical method for determining heat transfer 

7 
wn uniform velocity. As opposed to SFM, HEM is derived with- 

ut the use of empirically determined constants and can therefore 

e used to model flow in annuli with greater confidence. How- 

ver, HEM needs the determination of two-phase friction factor, 

 tp , which can be either a constant or calculated using the mix- 

ure viscosity method. The mixture viscosity model of Beattie and 

halley [52] has been shown to give best overall predictions in 

ll laminar liquid-laminar vapor, laminar liquid-turbulent vapor, 
for two-phase flow along an annulus. 

( continued on next page ) 
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Table 3 ( continued ) 

( continued on next page ) 
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p

urbulent liquid-laminar vapor, and turbulent liquid-turbulent va- 

or flow regimes by Kim and Mudawar [ 53 , 54 ] for all two-phase

ows (adiabatic, boiling, and condensation), which is why this vis- 

osity model is also adopted in the present study. The two-phase 

eynolds number, Re tp , is calculated using this mixture viscosity 

odel, and then used to calculate the two-phase friction factor, f tp , 

sing different expressions for laminar and turbulent flow regimes. 
8 
.2.5. Single-phase Vapor Flow Regime 

After all liquid has been evaporated, the channel would be filled 

ith single-phase vapor. Predictions for this flow regime can be 

ade using the assumption of fully developed flow and the same 

elations given in section 2.2.2 can be used for laminar and tur- 

ulent flows, but with liquid properties replaced by those for va- 

or. Typically, this flow regime is not encountered in practical flow 
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Table 3 ( continued ) 
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oiling applications as Critical Heat Flux (CHF) is encountered up- 

tream of x e = 1. 

.2.6. Expansion Pressure Recovery 

Fluid at the exit of the annular channel is usually collected in a 

lenum with a larger cross-sectional flow area. The corresponding 

ressure recovery is given by Collier and Thome’s relation [37] . 

.3. Heat Transfer 

Heat transfer calculations are also performed for different flow 

egimes along the length of the channel: single-phase liquid forced 

onvection, subcooled flow boiling, saturated flow boiling, and 

ingle-phase vapor forced convection. 

.3.1. Single-phase Liquid Flow Regime 

The single-phase liquid forced convection regime is composed 

f simultaneously developing, thermally developing, and fully de- 

eloped flow regimes for both laminar and turbulent flows. 

Laminar Flows – The thermal entrance length, L th , for laminar 

ows is determined from Shah and London [42] as a function of ra- 

ius ratio, r ∗. Axial locations that are within the hydrodynamic and 

hermal entrance lengths form the simultaneously developing flow 

egion ( L + < L + 
hy 

, L ∗ < L ∗
th 

). Local Nusselt number for this region is

ependent on axial location, radius ratio, and liquid Prandtl num- 

er, and can be calculated from the tabulations of Kakac and Yucel 

 55 , 56 ]. Since their results are available only for r ∗ = 0.25 and 0.50,

hich incidentally is the range within which most practical annuli 

ie, other values are obtained by linear interpolation between the 

wo. For significantly low r ∗ values, the reader is directed to theo- 

etical values from the study by Heaton et al. [57] . Downstream of 

here the velocity boundary layer becomes fully developed, flow 

alls in the thermally developing region ( L + ≥ L + 
hy 

, L ∗ < L ∗
th 

). The lo- 

al Nu in this region is available from tabulated results by Shah 

nd London [42] as a function of axial location and radius ratio. 
9 
hese results are based on the augmented results of Lundberg et 

l. [ 25 , 58 ] and Worsøe-Schmidt [59] . The laminar fully developed

egion ( L + ≥ L + 
hy 

, L ∗ ≥ L ∗
th 

) lies downstream of the location where 

he thermal boundary layer becomes fully developed. Local Nus- 

elt number in this region is constant for a specific geometry and 

s given by Shah and London [42] . 

Turbulent Flows – There is no validated relation available to de- 

ermine the thermal entrance length, L th , for turbulent flows as a 

unction of Reynolds number, Prandtl number, and r ∗. Quarmby 

60] , Lee [61] , and Lee and Park [62] showed that for concentric 

nnuli, L th with a fully developed inlet velocity profile increases 

ith increasing Re , although this dependence weakens at higher 

e . They all agree that L th increases with r ∗ of the annulus, but 

ll their graphical results are based on Pr ≈ 0.7. Lee [61] further 

howed that for a fixed r ∗, L th is strongly affected by both Pr and

ntrance length definition (1% or 5%). For higher Pr fluids in both 

ircular tubes and annuli, L th is negligibly affected by Re [ 61 , 63 ].

s a result, for fully developed inlet velocity profile, an approx- 

mate constant value of L th / D l 
∼= 

4 is used for simplicity based on 

ee [61] and Notter and Sleicher [63] . This L th is much smaller than

 hy for all Reynolds numbers. There is no relation available for L th 
or cases with a uniform velocity profile (also called combined en- 

rance length). A summation of Zhi-qing’s L hy and the above rela- 

ion for L th is suggested for obtaining an approximate L th for uni- 

orm inlet velocity profile (alternatively, since the entrance length 

f turbulent flows is much smaller than that of laminar flows, tur- 

ulent flow may be assumed to be fully developed from the in- 

et for long tubes with acceptable error [35] ; this approximation 

s not used in the present study). Again, there are no correlation 

quations, tabulations, or graphical results available for Nu of ther- 

ally developing flow of high Pr fluids in concentric annuli. In the 

hermally developing regime, Al-Arabi’s [64] correlation for ther- 

ally developing flow in circular tubes is used with the fully de- 

eloped Nu by Kays and Leung [65] to incorporate the effect of r ∗.

he same equations are used for both the simultaneously devel- 
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Fig. 3. Correction of predicted local heat transfer coefficient in the near-saturated 

subcooled boiling regime, shown for a set of geometrical parameters and operating 

conditions. 
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ping and thermally developing flow regions because of negligible 

ifferences in Nu between the two [66] . Finally, the local Nu in the

ully developed turbulent flow region is available from tabulated 

esults by Kays and Leung [65] as a function of Re, Pr , and r ∗. 

.3.2. Subcooled Flow Boiling Regime 

A detailed discussion of appropriate correlations for predicting 

eat transfer in the subcooled boiling regime in annuli is given in 

he authors’ companion study [27] . Moles and Shaw’s [28] correla- 

ion was concluded to yield the most accurate prediction of heat 

ransfer coefficient in this flow regime. It should be noted that 

his correlation performs poorly at near-saturation temperatures 

ecause the �T −0 . 5 
sub 

factor would result in infinite Nu [ 21 , 28 ]. To

void this singularity, this correlation is only used for x e ≤ −0 . 05 

ather than x e < 0. Nu in the region −0 . 05 < x e < 0 is predicted

y a linear extrapolation of the subcooled boiling predictions in 

he region −0 . 10 ≤ x e ≤ −0 . 05 ; reasons for this linear approxima-

ion is purely mathematical, is the simplest and most indicative 

f the slope of the h z vs. x e curve in this near-saturation region. 

his is illustrated in Fig. 3 for a specific set of geometrical param- 

ters and operating conditions. It is seen that, due to the available 

urface superheat exceeding the required superheat for bubble nu- 

leation, ONB is reached very close to the entrance, after which 

eat transfer coefficient increases sharply. The subcooled boiling 

egime shows minor changes with local subcooling for x e ≤ −0 . 05 , 

fter which the slope increases considerably. By using the above- 

entioned correction, the slope of subcooled boiling heat transfer 

oefficient near saturation effectively becomes constant and indica- 

ive of the trend of h z vs. x e observed in the more-subcooled region 

to the left; x e ≤ −0 . 05 ). 

.3.3. Saturated Flow Boiling Regime 

As discussed in [27] , the fluid remains subcooled for all ex- 

erimental cases and validation of the saturated boiling regime 

s not needed. But for completeness, four options for calculating 

eat transfer in the saturated boiling regime are suggested based 

n validation results from other studies [ 31 , 67–69 ] involving large 

atabases of conventional sized channels and annuli. The four op- 

ions are: Gungor and Winterton’s newer (1987) correlation [67] , 

ungor and Winterton’s older (1986) correlation [30] , Shah’s chart 

orrelation [70] , and Liu and Winterton’s correlation [31] . Note that 
10 
ll correlations recommend the use of liquid Reynolds number, 

e f = G (1 -x e ) D/ μf , whereas Liu and Winterton liquid-only Reynolds 

umber, Re fo = GD/ μf . Section 4.1 provides a discussion on the dif- 

erences in heat transfer trends obtained for each correlation. Un- 

ess otherwise mentioned, Gungor and Winterton’s (1987) corre- 

ation is used with D h in this study based on (i) good continuity 

f h and T w 

about x e = 0 (see Fig. 7 ) and (ii) other correlation

valuation studies [ 31 , 69 ] demonstrating its overall best predictive 

apability among the four options. 

.3.4. Single-phase Vapor Flow Regime 

Predictions for this flow regime can be made using the same 

elations as single-phase liquid fully developed flow but with the 

iquid properties replaced by those for vapor. 

. Experimental Methods and Comparison of Predictions with 

xperimental Data 

.1. Experimental Methods 

Before proceeding onto the results of comparison of predic- 

ions with experimental data, a brief overview of the experimental 

ethods used to obtain this database is provided. 

A schematic diagram of the experimental flow loop indicating 

ey components is shown in Fig. 4 (a). The dielectric coolant, HFE- 

100, is pumped from a large reservoir by an internal gear pump, 

hrough a filter, one among a set of two rotameter flow meters, 

ain control valve, plate-type heat exchanger serving as inlet sub- 

ooler, and into the test module. The highly subcooled liquid en- 

ering the module receives heat from the heater and rises in tem- 

erature and/or vaporizes depending on the heat flux. The single- 

hase liquid/two-phase mixture exiting module is brought down to 

 lower temperature liquid in a plate-type heat exchanger serving 

s condenser, and the liquid is returned to the reservoir. A relief 

alve is provided in the loop for safety and a degassing contac- 

or for removing any dissolved non-condensable gas in the coolant. 

oth plate-type heat exchangers are provided with their own sec- 

ndary water loops circulated and conditioned by modular coolers. 

The primary component of the horizontally-oriented test mod- 

le is a 6.35-mm diameter thin custom-built heater to mimic heat 

eneration from a current-carrying wire of the same diameter. 

hotographs of the module before assembly, honeycomb core hold- 

ng heater at exact center of outer tube, module after assembly, 

nd insulated module fitted onto experimental facility are respec- 

ively shown in Figs. 4 (b), 4 (c), 4 (d), and 4 (e). The heater comprises

n upstream unheated length, middle heated length, and a down- 

tream unheated length of 88.9 mm, 304.8 mm, and 165.1 mm, 

espectively. The heater is placed at the exact center of a 23.62- 

m tube by fittings on one end and a 6.35-mm thick water-jet- 

ut aluminum honeycomb core on the other, forming a flow annu- 

us. This core also serves to spread flow streamlines evenly around 

he annulus. Five thermocouples are silver-soldered onto the In- 

oloy heater surface at locations 25.4, 88.9, 152.4, 215.9, and 279.4 

m from the start of heated length, to measure surface tempera- 

ure. The module also contains two sets of thermocouples, analog 

ressure gauges, and absolute pressure transducers at each end to 

easure bulk fluid temperatures and absolute pressures. All ther- 

ocouples are type-T and calibrated in-house against a standard 

latinum resistance temperature detector to improve the accuracy 

o less than ±0.1 °C. Heater power is regulated through an auto- 

ransformer and measured using a power meter. The entire module 

s insulated with 12.7-mm thick foam to prevent heat losses (see 

ig. 4 (e)). 

A summary of key parameters of the amassed experimental 

atabase is presented in Table 4 . For more details, the reader is 

irected to the authors’ companion experimental study [27] . 
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Fig. 4. (a) Schematic diagram of experimental two-phase flow loop. Photographs of (b) module before assembly, (c) honeycomb core holding heater at exact center of outer 

tube, (d) module after assembly, and (e) insulated module fitted onto experimental facility. 

Table 4 

Summary of key parameters of experimental datapoints from [27] . 

Fluid HFE-7100 

Mass velocity, G 45.51 – 730.50 kg/m 

2 s 

Volumetric flow rate, Q v 1.25 × 10 −5 – 2.02 × 10 −4 m 

3 /s(0.20 – 3.20 gal/min) 

Inlet pressure, P in 102,999 – 142,392 Pa(14.94 – 20.65 psia) 

Outlet pressure, P out 102,061 – 140,218 Pa(14.80 – 20.34 psia) 

Surface heat flux, q" s 16,309 – 199,210 W/m 

2 

Inlet temperature, T in 20.33 – 29.23 °C 
Inlet subcooling, �T sub,in 33.83 – 48.68 °C 
Inlet quality, x e,in -0.516 – -0.349 

Outlet temperature, T out 21.00 – 44.96 °C 
Outlet subcooling, �T sub,out 17.83 – 47.69 °C 
Outlet quality, x e,out -0.504 – -0.185 

Average surface temperature, T s 36.24 – 96.02 °C 
Equivalent current through charging wire, I wire 725.61 – 2437.91 A 

11 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of consolidated method predictions of inner surface and bulk 

fluid temperatures to experimental data in the laminar flow regime for different 

surface heat fluxes. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of consolidated method predictions of inner surface and bulk 

fluid temperatures to experimental data in the turbulent flow regime for differ- 

ent surface heat fluxes and mass velocities of (a) G = 228.38 kg/m 

2 s ( Q v = 1.00 

gal/min), (b) G = 455.93 kg/m 

2 s ( Q v = 2.00 gal/min), and (c) G = 683.10 kg/m 

2 s 
.2. Comparison of Predictions for Laminar Flows 

Fig. 5 shows, for different heat fluxes, comparisons of the con- 

olidated method predictions of inner surface and bulk fluid tem- 

eratures to experimental data in the laminar flow regime. This 

et of operating conditions corresponds to the lowest flow rate ex- 

erimentally tested and a Reynolds number of Re f = 1469. Given 

he very low mass velocity through the annulus, subcooled boiling 

ommences very close to the inlet. Surface and fluid temperatures 

re compared to predictions because they are directly measured in 

xperiments and reveal the simultaneous predictive capability of 

oth pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient of the consolidated 

ethod. Laminar flows tend to have very long entrance lengths 

35] , and the length of the experimental module is shorter than 

he hydrodynamic entrance length, so the flow is simultaneously 

eveloping throughout the module. The predicted surface temper- 

ture is seen to increase both along the flow direction and with 

ncreasing surface heat flux. But the experimental trend is a large 

urface temperature near the inlet (consider the first two upstream 

atapoints) and an increase in the downstream part of the module 

consider the last three downstream datapoints) with a slope sim- 

lar to that of the predictions. It is clear that the predictions are in

ood agreement with experimental data in the downstream part 

f the module for all heat fluxes. The abnormally high T s noticed 

ear the inlet during experiments can be explained by the very 

ow mass velocity in a large diameter annulus. The flow might not 

e fast enough to remove bubbles nucleating near the entrance 

nd might have resulted in localized vapor pockets near the up- 

tream thermocouple locations. However, this cannot be verified in 

bsence of visual access to the interior of the module during ex- 

eriments. Since most applications have a much larger L h /D h ratio 

han shown in Fig. 5 , predictive capability in the downstream re- 

ion matters the most. Moreover, practical applications rarely use 

uch low flow rates in the laminar regime because of their inferior 

eat transfer performance. For all four q" s cases, the inferior heat 

ransfer at such low flow rates results in high T s , which exceeds the

emperature required for bubble incipience and causes ONB to oc- 

ur very close to the inlet. Fig. 5 also shows streamwise bulk fluid 

emperature variations for all heat fluxes. Inlet fluid temperature 

s used as an input in the prediction method, so the match with 

xperiments is perfect at this location. The predictions yield an al- 

ost linear increase in T f from the inlet towards the outlet, due to 

(

12 
he constant heat flux emanating from the inner surface and a con- 

tant rate of heat addition to the subcooled bulk fluid. This rate of 

 f increase is higher for higher heat fluxes, per basic energy con- 

ervation. For all cases, the predicted values of fluid temperature 

t the outlet are in almost perfect agreement with the measured 

alues; the minor variations can be attributed by the presence of 
 Q v = 3.00 gal/min). 
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on-condensed vapor in the bulk liquid at T out measurement loca- 

ion. 

.3. Comparison of Predictions for Turbulent Flows 

Predictive capability in the turbulent flow regime is of more im- 

ortance because practical thermal management applications use 

igher flow rates to achieve superior heat transfer performance. 

igher flow rates also ensure gravity independence of the two- 

hase flow system with less stratification because of the domi- 

ance of pump-driven liquid drag effects on bubbles over buoy- 

ncy effects within the module [71] . Fig. 6 compares, for differ- 

nt heat fluxes, the consolidated method predictions of inner sur- 

ace and bulk fluid temperatures to experimental data in the tur- 

ulent flow regime for mass velocities of (a) 228.38, (b) 455.93, 

nd (c) 683.10 kg/m 

2 s, which correspond, respectively, to flow rates 

f Q v = (0.63, 1.26, and 1.89) × 10 −4 m 

3 /s (1.0 0, 2.0 0, and 3.0 0

al/min), and Reynolds numbers of Re f = 7478, 14,822, and 22,219. 

ntrance lengths for all cases are predicted to be shorter than the 

odule length, a characteristic of typical turbulent flows [35] . The 

ulk fluid temperature, T f , increases along the flow direction, and 

ith increasing q" s . For all combinations of G and q" s , T f predic-

ions almost perfectly match the experimental values. In Figs. 6 (a) 

nd 6 (b), sharp reductions in T s near the inlet indicate ONB oc- 

urrence for the different heat fluxes. This is due to the subcooled 

oiling heat transfer coefficient being at least an order of magni- 

ude higher than single-phase convection. T s is also seen to grad- 

ally increase along the flow direction in the subcooled boiling 

egime, and with increasing q" s . The predicted values are in good 

greement with those measured. In Fig. 6 (c), the surface temper- 

ture profiles corresponding to the three higher q" s cases are in 

eneral agreement with the experimental values. But, while the 

redicted T s profile for the lowest heat flux, q" s = 33,431 W/m 

2 , 

hows a trend similar to that of the measured values, this case 

hows a clear offset. Notice for this particular case that the consol- 

dated method predicts surface temperature never reaches T s,ONB , 

.e., boiling does not occur and single-phase flow is maintained 

long the entire module. This is the reason for the blue T s curve 

lower q" s = 33,431 W/m 

2 ) to be higher than the black curve 

higher q" s = 82,820 W/m 

2 ) wherein ONB occurs near the inlet 

nd causes a drop in surface temperature and clearly indicates the 

enefit of subcooled flow boiling over single-phase convection. For 

ll three cases, tiny downstream bumps in the predicted T s profiles 

ndicate transition to fully developed flow. 

Overall, this consolidated predictive method is validated for the 

ntire experimental ranges in Table 4 and the suggested appli- 

ation range is the same. Extrapolation beyond these validation 

anges is possible as the individual correlations/models are already 

pplicable for wide ranges, however caution should be exercised. 

his method could serve as a guide and allows for future modifi- 

ations for fluids with significantly different thermophysical prop- 

rties, operating conditions, etc. , by substituting appropriate corre- 

ations/models. 

. Charging Wire Cooling Predictions 

The consolidated theoretical/empirical method is adopted to ob- 

ain heat transfer and pressure drop predictions for HFE-7100 flow 

urrounding a copper charging wire of fixed length of L wire = 5.00 

 (typical for actual charging cables) through which a continu- 

us current, I wire , is passed. Effects of various im portant parame- 

ers that aid in the final system design are discussed in this sec- 

ion. The geometry and operating conditions for which predic- 

ions are made are described in the figures to follow. All flow 

ates considered are high enough to maintain turbulent flow with 

igh Reynolds numbers. It is re-emphasized that the consolidated 
13 
ethod does not consider flow stratification effects nor is it in- 

ended for CHF prediction. As discussed in [27] , the relation be- 

ween the charging wire current and surface heat flux is 

 

′′ 
s = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

I 2 
wire 

ρ20 ◦C ( 1 + α( T s − 20 

◦C ) ) (
π2 / 4 

)
D 

3 
wire 

, T s ≥ 20 

◦C 

I 2 
wire 

ρ20 ◦C (
π2 / 4 

)
D 

3 
wire 

, T s < 20 

◦C 
, (1) 

here ρ20 ◦C is the conductor resistivity at 20 °C and α the conduc- 

or temperature coefficient. In the predictions to follow, Eq. (1) is 

oupled with the relations given in Tables 2 and 3 . 

.1. Choice of Saturated Boiling Regime Heat Transfer Correlation 

Fig. 7 shows predictions of four different heat transfer co- 

fficient correlations for the saturated boiling regime for the 

ame set of operating conditions. Given the low flow rate of 

 v = 6.31 × 10 −5 m 

3 /s (1.00 gal/min) to cool a wire carrying 

 high current of 20 0 0 A, the fluid reaches saturation ( x e = 0)

idway along the annulus. Since the same methodology is used 

o predict heat transfer and pressure drop in the upstream flow 

egimes, the local temperature and pressure profiles overlap onto 

ne another until saturation. In Fig. 7 (a), the sharp decrease in T s 
ear the inlet represents ONB, as discussed earlier. The reason for 

he sharp decrease is the discontinuity in the heat transfer coef- 

cients predicted in the pure single-phase liquid regime and the 

ubcooled boiling regime. Following ONB, the heat transfer coeffi- 

ient increases abruptly (by about an order of magnitude) as the 

rst bubbles begin nucleating because of the dominance of la- 

ent over sensible heat transfer. The minute bump in T s at around 

 = 0.2 m indicates the predicted point of development of both 

elocity and thermal boundary layers. Owing to the increase in 

ubcooled boiling heat transfer coefficient as the local subcool- 

ng decreases, the difference between T f and T s keeps decreasing 

ownstream. The fluid increases in temperature in a linear fash- 

on until it reaches saturation. The change in trend of T s in the re-

ion −0 . 05 < x e < 0 is the outcome of the correction described in

ection 2.3.2 . Fig. 7 (b) shows pressure drop in the subcooled boil- 

ng region is much smaller than in the saturated boiling region. 

he rapid pressure drop in the region x e ≥ 0 causes a correspond- 

ng decrease in T f . There is no significant difference in pressure 

rop predictions due to the choice of h sb correlation. Any small 

ifferences can be explained by changes in local fluid properties. 

his also causes the T f profiles in the saturated region to fall onto 

ne another. 

In Fig. 7 (a), T s again abruptly changes depending on the choice 

f h sb correlation. With T f being almost the same for all cases, 

t is easy to compare saturated boiling heat transfer coefficients 

rom the T s profiles, the higher the T s , the lower the predicted 

eat transfer coefficient. It is seen that Gungor and Winterton’s 

1987) [67] correlation seems to predict in a continuous fashion. 

hey suggested use of heated perimeter diameter, D hp , for better 

redictions with their correlation for annuli; although the effect of 

hoice of length scale, D , is not explicitly evident in the correla- 

ion, the effect is incorporated in the form of different Re , which 

ffects the single-phase heat transfer coefficient and then the sat- 

rated boiling heat transfer coefficient. This yields a slightly higher 

 s (or lower h ) than using D h but follows the same trend of T s 
ncrease downstream. A similar trend, but with T s values lower 

han Gungor and Winterton (1987) is obtained using their older 

1986) [30] correlation. It is to be noted that although the trends 

nded up being similar, the forms of these two correlations are 

ery different. Liu and Winteron’s [31] correlation predicts a fairly 

onstant heat transfer coefficient along the entire saturated boiling 

egion, making T s decrease along the flow direction in accordance 
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Fig. 7. Predictions of (a) local surface and fluid temperatures, and (b) pressure profiles based on different saturated flow boiling heat transfer correlations. 
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ith T f . Using D hp instead of D h in their correlation increases the 

urface temperature. Shah’s [70] chart correlation divides the sat- 

rated boiling regime into three parts and therefore yields discon- 

inuous predictions. The major reason for the different correlations 

xhibiting predominantly two trends in T w 

(Liu and Winterton de- 

reasing and the others increasing streamwise) within the satu- 

ated boiling region are the choice of Reynolds number used. Liu 

nd Winterton recommend the use of liquid-only Reynolds num- 

er, Re fo = GD/ μf , which remains constant as x e increases along 

treamwise direction, making h almost constant, and T w 

follow the 

ame slope as T f . The other correlations recommend the use of liq- 

id Reynolds number, Re f = G (1 -x e ) D/ μf , which decreases towards

ero downstream, causing h to decrease and T w 

to increase. Also 

ote the Gungor and Winterton [ 30 , 67 ] and Shah [70] correlations
ig. 8. Effectiveness of subcooled boiling over single-phase liquid convection for I wire = 14

14 
ontain a x e /(1- x e ) term raised to a positive power; this term tends

oward singularity as x e → 1 . Notice in Fig. 7 (a) that all the correla-

ions considered predict exit qualities corresponding to nearly pure 

apor, which points to the likelihood of CHF occurrence within the 

nnulus length and probable unsafe operation for these operating 

onditions and geometrical parameters (refer to section 4.8.2 for 

iscussion on CHF). 

Although operating conditions in actual EV charging situations 

ould be selected to maintain subcooled conditions along the en- 

ire length of the cable, some of the operating conditions discussed 

n the later sections do contain a short saturated boiling region. 

ungor and Winterton’s (1987) [67] correlation will be used with 

 h to predict the saturated boiling heat transfer coefficient hence- 

orth in this study (reason given in section 2.3.3 ). 
00 and 1900 A: (a) surface and fluid temperature profiles, and (b) pressure profiles. 
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Fig. 9. Effects of annulus inner diameter (wire size) on (a) surface and fluid temperature profiles, and (b) pressure profile for fixed outer diameter (conduit size). 

Fig. 10. Effects of annulus inner diameter (wire size) on (a) surface and fluid temperature profiles, and (b) pressure profile for fixed flow area. 
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.2. Effectiveness of Subcooled Boiling over Single-phase Liquid 

onvection 

Fig. 8 elucidates the effectiveness of subcooled boiling over 

ingle-phase heat transfer for I wire = 1400 and 1900 A. The same 

onsolidated method, operating conditions, and fluid properties are 

sed for both, but for obtaining pure single-phase predictions, the 

NB criterion is artificially turned off. The operating conditions 

onsidered here ensure subcooled liquid outlet. It can be seen in 

ig. 8 (a) that, for single-phase flow, T s maintains a trend almost 

arallel to that of T f in the fully developed flow region because 

f the almost constant heat transfer coefficient of pure liquid con- 

ection. For the same set of operating conditions, subcooled boil- 

ng decreases T s considerably. This is more evident for the higher 

harging current, I wire = 1900 A, where HFE- T s,max = 74.58 °C com- 

ared to T s,max = 226.20 °C for single-phase cooling. The latter very 
15 
igh T s,max proves that single-phase cooling is obviously unrealis- 

ic and unsafe for high charging currents. For I wire = 1400 A, ONB 

or the saturated boiling case occurs about halfway along the an- 

ulus, after which subcooled boiling brings T s down, whereas pure 

ingle-phase convection causes a continuous increase in T s . Sub- 

ooled boiling also results in a cooler fluid at the outlet. Fig. 8 (b)

hows the pressure profiles for both single-phase cases are fairly 

inear along the flow direction and completely overlap with one 

nother. And subcooled boiling results in a higher pressure drop 

ownstream of ONB. The total pressure drop, �P , is 4826 Pa for 

oth single-phase cases, but for subcooled boiling, �P is 5214 and 

879 Pa for 1400 and 1900 A, respectively, which correspond to 

.04% and 42.54% increases compared to the single-phase cases. 

hese �P increases are relatively manageable in practical situa- 

ions considering the corresponding enormous corresponding heat 

ransfer enhancement with subcooled flow boiling. 
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Fig. 11. Effects of annulus outer diameter (conduit size) with fixed wire size on (a) surface and fluid temperature profiles and (b) pressure profile for Q v = 1.58 ×10 -4 m 

3 /s 

(2.50 gal/min), and (c) surface and fluid temperature profiles and (d) pressure profile for Q v = 3.15 ×10 -4 m 

3 /s (5.00 gal/min). 
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.3. Annulus Inner Diameter (Wire Size) 

Standards are available worldwide for the maximum current 

hrough different sizes of air-cooled electrical conductors. For free- 

ir-cooled wires, oversizing the conductor is usually not a problem. 

owever, this is not the case in many practical applications involv- 

ng stringent volume and weight limits. Fig. 9 shows, for a fixed 

nnulus outer diameter (conduit size) of D o = 17.78 mm and a rel- 

tively high current of I wire = 20 0 0 A, the effects of annulus inner

iameter (wire size), D i , on heat transfer and pressure drop charac- 

eristics of the cooling scheme. Shown are results for five different 

tandard American Wire Gauge (AWG) sizes: 0 0 0 0, 0 0, 1, 3, and 5.

ig. 9 (a) shows that for the two largest wire sizes, AWG0 0 0 0 and

WG00, the flow remains single-phase liquid. With D o and flow 

ate held constant, a larger D i both decreases the flow area and in- 

reases the mass velocity. Additionally, Eq. (1) shows the heat flux 

aries as the cube root of D i . The combination of higher mass ve-
16 
ocity and/or higher heat flux leads to comparatively low values 

or both T f and T s for larger wire sizes. For the smallest wire size, 

WG5, the opposite is observed, and the fluid reaches saturation 

onditions. The intermediate wire sizes of AWG1 and AWG3 ac- 

uire subcooled boiling, with AWG1 having ONB downstream of 

hat for AWG3. Fig. 9 (b) shows how, because of appreciable vapor 

eneration, pressure drop for AWG5 is so large that the local pres- 

ure near the outlet goes sub-atmospheric, which is undesired due 

o possibility of air inclusion into the HFE-7100 in actual charging 

ituations. For the other wire sizes, pressure drop increases consid- 

rably with increasing wire diameter because of smaller hydraulic 

iameter and increased flow velocity. Overall, AWG3 provides a 

ood comprise of (i) both low surface and fluid temperatures, (ii) 

mall pressure drop, (iii) good flexibility, and (iv) lightweight ca- 

les. 

Another method to help isolate the effect of D i is to compare 

esults for fixed flow area, A ch , (and also fixed mass velocity) rather 
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Fig. 12. Performance of cooling system for I wire = 20 0 0 A and different flow rates: (a) surface and fluid temperature profiles and (b) pressure profile. 
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han fixed D o . This would help determine the reason for trends 

n Fig. 9 (a), i.e. , whether G or q" s contribute more to the trends

ith respect to D i . Fig. 10 shows trends for a fixed flow area of

 ch = 2.216 × 10 −4 m 

2 (equal to that of AWG3 and D o = 17.78

m in Fig. 9 ) with all other parameters the same as in Fig. 9 . The

rends in Fig. 10 (a) resemble those of Fig. 9 (a) but with slight dif-

erences. It is clear that both G and q" s contribute to heat transfer 

rends with respect to D i , with the larger contribution from q" s . 

ig. 10 (b) shows pressure profile is about the same for the four 

argest wires because of equal mass velocity and small amount of 

apor generated along the annulus (including zero vapor genera- 

ion for AWG0 0 0 0) in the single-phase and subcooled boiling re- 

ions. Like Fig. 9 (b), pressure drop for AWG5 in Fig. 10 (b) is quite

arge and leads to sub-atmospheric conditions in the outlet region. 

.4. Annulus Outer Diameter (Conduit Size) 

Figs. 11 (a) and 11 (b) illustrate the effects of outer diameter 

or conduit size), D o , on local surface and fluid temperature pro- 

les and pressure profile, respectively, for a fixed inner diame- 

er of D i = 5.83 mm (AWG3) and a relatively low flow rate of 

 v = 1.58 × 10 −4 m 

3 /s (2.50 gal/min). Five different conduit sizes 

re compared. Although smaller D o is preferred for EV charging 

n terms of both weight and cable flexibility, Figs. 11 (a) and 11 (b)

how the smallest outer diameter of D o = 12.70 mm renders the 

ystem unstable because of two-phase choking. Choking is mani- 

est as a steep adverse pressure gradient, which is seen near the 

utlet in Fig. 11 (b). This condition, which accounts for both two- 

hase flashing and compressibility effects, is accurately determined 

sing HEM [33] . The flow is stable for other outer diameters. ONB 

s encountered near the entrance for all D o , and subcooled boil- 

ng occurs along the entire wire length. There are no significant 

ifferences in T f among the different D o cases, but pressure drop 

ecreases with increasing D o because of the decreasing mass ve- 

ocity. 

Figs. 11 (c) and 11 (d) present results for a higher flow rate 

f Q v = 3.15 × 10 −4 m 

3 /s (5.00 gal/min). Here, the smallest of 

 o = 12.70 mm shows a massive pressure drop culminating in sub- 

tmospheric pressure conditions for more than half the flow length 

s well as two-phase choking near the outlet. Pressure drop again 

ncreases with decreasing D o , but the differences are larger than in 
17 
ig. 11 (b) because of the higher flow rate. ONB moves downstream 

ith decreasing D o because of the increasing mass velocity. And 

he outlet fluid temperature remains almost constant for all cases. 

.5. Performance at Different Flow Rates 

Fig. 12 shows the performance of the cooling system for 

 wire = 20 0 0 A and different flow rates in the range of Q v = (1.26

3.79) × 10 −4 m 

3 /s (2.00 – 6.00 gal/min). Fig. 12 (a) shows T f in- 

reasing with decreasing Q v . For the lowest flow rate of Q v = 2.00

al/min, the fluid reaches saturation temperature, causing satu- 

ated boiling to occur downstream. For all Q v values, ONB occurs 

t the inlet, except for the highest flow rate of Q v = 6.00 gal/min,

or which there is a short single-phase portion near the inlet. And 

oth T s and T f for all flow rates lie in a reasonably safe range.

ig. 12 (b) shows pressure drop generally increases with increasing 

ow rate except for the lowest flow rate of Q v = 2.00 gal/min, for 

hich pressure drop is higher because of the downstream satu- 

ated boiling. 

.6. Inlet Fluid Temperature 

Figs. 13 (a) and 13(b) illustrate the effects of inlet fluid temper- 

ture on the performance of the cooling system for I wire = 20 0 0 A.

ith the inlet saturation temperature held constant, these figures 

lso show the effect of inlet subcooling in the range of �T sub,in = 

0.0 0 – 80.0 0 °C. Fig. 13 (a) shows that, for all cases, ONB occurs

lose to the inlet and T f profiles are almost parallel to one an- 

ther. And T s profiles are almost parallel for lower values of T in 
higher �T sub,in ), with maximum variation along the flow direction 

chieved at the highest T in (lowest �T sub,in ). For most part of the 

ow length T s increases with increasing T in . Fig. 13 (b) shows pres- 

ure drop is higher for higher T in (lower �T sub,in ). 

Figs. 13 (c) and 13(d) show comparative effects of T in for the 

ame geometry and operating conditions, but a lower current of 

 wire = 1500 A. Clearly captured in Fig. 13 (a) is the upstream shift

f ONB with increasing T in (decreasing �T sub,in ), which is the out- 

ome of the superheat required to induce bubble incipience de- 

reasing with decreasing �T sub,in . 

Fig. 14 shows the effects of inlet subcooling on average heat 

ransfer coefficient and average surface temperature. It is noted 
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Fig. 13. Effects of inlet fluid temperature on performance of cooling system: (a) surface and fluid temperature profiles and (b) pressure profile for I wire = 20 0 0 A, and (c) 

surface and fluid temperature profiles and (d) pressure profile for I wire = 1500 A. 

Fig. 14. Variation of average heat transfer coefficient and average surface tempera- 

ture with inlet subcooling for I wire = 20 0 0 A. 
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18 
hat the subcooled boiling regime occupies the entire length for 

ll the �T sub,in values considered here. The average heat transfer 

oefficient decreases with increasing �T sub,in , which is consistent 

ith the experimental results of Lie and Lin [72] . Notice that the 

rofiles of both the average heat transfer and average surface tem- 

erature are non-linear, and increasing �T sub,in (supplying the liq- 

id at lower temperature) does not reduce average T s by the same 

mount. For example, increasing �T sub,in from 60.00 to 80.00 °C 

 i.e. , by 20.00 °C) leads to reduction in average T s from 62.19 to

5.71 °C ( i.e. , by 16.48 °C). 

.7. Performance for Different Charging Wire Currents 

Fig. 15 shows the performance of the cooling system for fixed 

eometry and operating conditions, but different currents flowing 

hrough the wire. It can be seen in Fig. 15 (a), that for I wire = 500

nd 10 0 0 A, the flow remains single-phase liquid all along the an- 
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Fig. 15. Performance of cooling system for different char ging currents. (a) Surface and fluid temperature profiles and (b) pressure profile for I wire = 500 – 2500 A. (c) Surface 

and fluid temperature profiles and (d) pressure profile for I wire = 1300 – 1500 A. 
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ulus. For I wire = 1500 A, the flow is single-phase for a short length

pstream, and ONB occurs at the inlet for I wire = 20 0 0 and 250 0 A.

he fluid undergoes only subcooled boiling for 20 0 0 A, but 2500 

 causes the fluid to reach saturation conditions before the out- 

et. Fig. 15 (b) shows pressure drop is quite small for all cases ex- 

ept 2500 A, where the pressure drop is very large and causes the 

ow near the outlet to fall below atmospheric pressure. Figs. 15 (c) 

nd 15 (d) provide results similar to those in Figs. 15 (a) and 15 (b),

espectively, but for a narrow range of I wire = 1300 – 1500 A. 

ig. 15 (c) shows how ONB moves upstream with increasing I wire . 

his trend is the outcome of higher current increasing both the 

urface heat flux and wall superheat, thereby aiding earlier acti- 

ation of nucleation sites. Fig. 15 (d) shows slight deviations from 

nitially linear pressure profile occurring downstream from ONB lo- 

ation as the flow transitions from single-phase liquid to subcooled 

oiling. 
19 
.8. Additional Considerations 

.8.1. Parallel versus Serial Cooling 

The predictions in Figs. 7 – 15 are for a typical 5.00-m long 

ire. A typical DC charging cable contains two high current carry- 

ng wires, which both need to be cooled. In the final thermal man- 

gement system, the coolant could flow around both these wires 

long the same (parallel) direction or in opposite (serial) direc- 

ion; the latter would have the coolant flowing around one wire 

oward the charging plug and returning around the other wire to- 

ard the charging station. The present predictions are equally valid 

or a parallel-fed 5.00-m long cable, but the total flow rate would 

e twice what is indicated in the plots. The predictions are also 

alid for a serial-fed 2.50-m long cable, albeit some errors, such as 

ncreased pressure drop due to the flow encountering a 180 ° bend, 

re possible. 
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.8.2. Critical Heat Flux 

Critical Heat Flux (CHF) marks the upper limit of the nucleate 

oiling regime and therefore represent an upper design limit for all 

eat-flux controlled applications. Therefore, operating conditions in 

he two-phase thermal management system must be configured 

o ensure operation below this limit to realize the aforementioned 

dvantages of high heat transfer coefficients and low surface tem- 

eratures. Above CHF, the wire temperature is expected to rise in 

n unsteadily manner to dangerous levels. Developing experimen- 

ally validated CHF relation for annuli is beyond the scope of this 

tudy but warrants systematic future study. However, based on ex- 

ensive evidence for conventional channel flows, CHF is typically 

een for x e well below unity and may be enhanced by decreasing 

nlet fluid temperature, increasing flow rate, and reducing heated 

ength. 

.8.3. Charging Wire Stranding 

All predictions provided above are based on the assumption of 

erfectly cylindrical wire with a uniform smooth surface. But both 

C and DC wires are often stranded, i.e. , made of multiple thin- 

er filaments that are twisted together. This is typically done to 

ncrease flexibility of the cable. Stranding leads to formation of 

aps within a roughly cylindrical shape. If the wire is directly ex- 

osed to the coolant, the fluid would easily fill these voids, given 

he highly wetting (low contact angle) characteristic of dielectric 

oolants. To make rough predictions for a stranded wire, a simple 

orrection would be to use a composite thermal conductivity in- 

tead of thermal conductivity of the conductor alone. The compos- 

te thermal conductivity would be based on conductor void frac- 

ion in a circular cross-section, and both conductor and coolant 

hermal conductivities. 

.8.4. External Temperature of Conduit 

The design of a practical EV charger cooling system must con- 

ider external temperature of conduit to ensure safe consumer 

andling. This can be determined by a simple heat rate calcula- 

ion across the conduit, which is a function of conduit wall thick- 

ess and thermal conductivity, and external air natural convection. 

ince fluid is directly in contact with the conduit’s interior surface, 

n initial rough estimate of conduit wall temperature can be based 

n the highest value of T f for a given current, conduit geometry, 

nd operating conditions. 

.8.5. Charging Cable Length 

Finally, an important design conclusion from the results pro- 

ided in the present study is to reduce length of the charging ca- 

le. A shorter cable would ensure operation within the subcooled 

oiling regime, thereby yielding low surface temperatures and low 

ressure drops and also helping avoid CHF and two-phase choking. 

owever, any reduction in charge cable length must involve careful 

onsideration of the consumer’s handling. 

.9. Future Improvements to Predictive Methodology 

The present study showed the great difficulty identifying appro- 

riate predictive relations for the different flow regions encoun- 

ered along the conduit’s length, especially those for the subcooled 

oiling region. Given below are specific recommendations for fu- 

ure work, which would improve predictions for charging cable 

ooling: 

1 Develop more accurate and robust instrumentation and data 

processing methods for measurement of low void fraction in 

the subcooled boiling regime. 

2 Explore effects of variations in cable orientation relative to 

gravity on both heat transfer performance and pressure drop 

[ 73 , 74 ]. 
20 
3 Capitalize on findings from recent theoretical and computa- 

tional efforts, which have shown significant successes in model- 

ing interfacial behavior, heat transfer characteristics, and pres- 

sure drop in both boiling [75] and condensing [ 76 , 77 ] flows. 

4 Develop CHF criteria/models for subcooled flow boiling in an- 

nuli. 

. Conclusions and Design Recommendations 

This study explored a thermal management scheme for ultra- 

ast electric vehicle charging cables using subcooled flow boiling. A 

onsolidated theoretical/empirical method for predicting the heat 

ransfer and pressure drop characteristics for flow through a con- 

entric circular annulus with uniformly heated inner wall and adi- 

batic outer wall is proposed. This method is capable of tackling 

oth laminar and turbulent flows in all heat transfer regimes, in- 

luding single-phase liquid, subcooled boiling, saturated boiling, 

nd single-phase vapor. Special attention is paid to entrance ef- 

ects, given the large values for both conventional-sized annuli and 

aminar flows. On comparison with subcooled boiling experimental 

ata from the authors’ companion study [27] , the method shows 

verall reasonable capability of predicting local surface and fluid 

emperatures over a wide Reynolds number range. By adopting the 

rediction method to the EV charger application, predictions are 

ade for a 5.00-m long charging wire and the effects of several pa- 

ameters on system performance demonstrated to aid in the design 

nd optimization of the final cooling system. Based on the predic- 

ion results, the following recommendations are made: 

i) All design parameters should be selected so that the flow 

regime along the conduit is predominantly subcooled boiling. 

ii) The charging cable should be as short as practically permissible. 

ii) Effects of geometry and flow rate can be combined into those 

of mass velocity. High mass velocities, while considered to pro- 

vide better heat transfer performance, will result in large pres- 

sure drop and therefore high pumping power. Very high mass 

velocities might also cause two-phase choking, resulting in un- 

stable and dangerous operation. On the other hand, low mass 

velocities might cause the flow to reach saturation conditions 

accompanied by large pressure drop or trigger an early CHF; 

they may also increase buoyancy effects. As mass velocity has 

a smaller effect on heat transfer performance in the subcooled 

boiling regime, an optimal medium mass velocity should be 

adopted that is capable of maintaining steady subcooled boil- 

ing all along the charging wire. 

v) An optimal medium value for volumetric flow rate, which is 

proportional to mass velocity, must be selected based on the 

geometry. The cooling system should be designed with a pump- 

ing capability corresponding to the highest current value. Flow 

rate could be dynamically adjusted while the system is in op- 

eration based on actual current during the charging process. 

v) For fixed conduit size and flow rate, a larger wire increases 

mass velocity but reduces flexibility and maneuverability of the 

charging cable. A smaller wire on the other hand offers better 

handling, but the resulting higher surface heat flux and lower 

mass velocity might result in saturated flow boiling, very high 

pressure drop, and even sub-atmospheric local pressures. An 

optimal intermediate wire size should therefore be adopted. 

i) For fixed wire size and flow rate, a larger conduit decreases 

mass velocity and increases cable size, and vice versa. An op- 

timal intermediate value should therefore be adopted. 

ii) Effects of inlet fluid temperature and inlet pressure are col- 

lectively reflected in the effect of inlet subcooling. Higher in- 

let subcooling decreases both average surface temperature and 

heat transfer coefficient, and vice versa. But maintaining higher 

inlet subcooling would require higher inlet pressure, and there- 
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fore higher pumping power, or lower inlet liquid tempera- 

ture, the latter necessitating additional cooling capability at the 

charging station. An optimal subcooling range must therefore 

be adopted based on the maximum allowable cable surface 

temperature and the ambient temperature. 
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